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Project | Definition of Project by Merriam-Webster 8: to attribute (one's own ideas, feelings, or characteristics) to other people or to objects a nation is an entity on
which one can project many of the worst of one's instincts â€” The Times Literary Supplement (London. Project Management Software | Microsoft Project Easily
plan projects and collaborate from virtually anywhere with the right tools for project managers, project teams, and decision makers. Project | Define Project at
Dictionary.com verb (used with object) proÂ·ject [pr uh-jekt] /prÉ™ËˆdÊ’É›kt/ to propose, contemplate, or plan. to throw, cast, or impel forward or onward. to set
forth or calculate (some future thing): They projected the building costs for the next five years. to throw or cause to fall upon a surface or into space, as a ray of light
or a shadow.

Project - definition of project by The Free Dictionary projÂ·ect (prÅ•jâ€²Ä•ktâ€², -Äkt) n. 1. An undertaking requiring concerted effort: a community cleanup
project; a government-funded irrigation project. 2. An extensive task undertaken by a student or group of students to apply, illustrate, or supplement classroom
lessons. 3. A plan or proposal for accomplishing something. See Synonyms at plan. 4. also. Project - Wikipedia In project management a project consists of a
temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service or result. Another definition is: a management environment that is created for the purpose of
delivering one or more business products according to a specified business case. Projects can also be seen as temporary organization. Project objectives define target
status at the end of. Project Synonyms, Project Antonyms | Thesaurus.com Synonyms for project at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for project.

What is Project Management | PMI More specifically, what is a project? It's a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service or result. A project
is temporary in that it has a defined beginning and end in time, and therefore defined scope and resources.. And a project is unique in that it is not a routine operation,
but a specific set of operations designed to accomplish a singular goal. What is a project? definition and meaning ... Creating the financial report was an enormous
project, but with each department handling an individual and specific task, CEO Ellen Smith believed it would be done in time. Project Worldwide - Official Site A
creative agency specializing in ideas that can be advertised, amplified, and activated.

project - Microsoft Store Sign me up Stay informed about special deals, the latest products, events, and more from Microsoft Store.
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